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L I~oducttion

Name: Michael
Age: 9 years 11 months
Date ofBirth: June 27, 1981
Date ofTesting: May 26,1990
Grade Level: 5

2. Fam~1y B
Michael is 9 years, eleven months and comes from a middle-class family in Cotteslce. His parents are both
teachers. There is a computer heavily used by all family members, but especially by Michael, and considerable reading material is found in their home. Michael has two older brothers, with the eldest in first year
of university.

Michael was cooperative and demonstrated good concentration during testing . He completed the task
without becoming distracted. He is self-confident and questions items which do not seem to apply. He is a
good reader and has no problems with vocabulary. Socially, Michael is somewhat withdrawn but is responsive to his parents who are working on ensuring his use ofsocial etiquette in greeting and saying farewell to
the tester .

3. Analysis a£Inst:u~

The 1975 version of the Children's Personality Questionnaire was used for Forms Al and A2. The test was
developed by Porter and Cattell (1975) to discover emotional disorders, show scholastic promise, and provide a measure offourteen personality traits for children from ages 8 to 12 years of age.

The information

provides a baseline for measuring developmental improvement in traits such as maturity, self-control,
anxiety,

ability

to

concentrate

and

social

learning .

The test is designed so that items correlate with only one factor on the test, while not appearing overly
obvious to do so. Consequently, faking results is difficult. Items possess high reliability and correlate well
with other personality tests, giving this test high validity.

~ Tit B~sutts ~d Norms Tables

Test results are shown on the enclosed CPQ Test Profile graph in Appendix A.
The results are presented by matking each factor as a raw score out of ten on the left side of the CPQ Test
Profile . Raw scores are converted to steps (described below) using the American norms for boys. Norms
for boys rather than mixed gender norms are justified on the grounds that boys are generally found to be
more dominant, excitable, tense and surgent . This sexiest approach is perhaps less relevant in 1990, than
when the test was first designed in the 1960's. The mean Australian steps are also provided for comparison purposes, based on a sample of 126 boys in Townsville, Queensland.
A step refers to a standardized scale from one to ten with a mean score of 5.5 and a standard deviation of 1.
The steps indicate the standard normal distribution of scores with Gentile ranks as follows : 38.2°6 of boys
achieve scores between 4.5 and 6.5. 68.2% ofboys fall between 3.5 to 7.5 A Gentile refers to the percentage
ofchildren who obtained scores at or below a Gentile percentage on the scale from 1 to 10.
5. h~ ofSoores

Factors are listed from A to Q4 with factors lower in the alphabet exercising greater overall control of
behaviour in personality.
Factor A Besesved va Outgoing
Michael's step of 4 is only slightly below the Australian step of 4.8. Michael's parents are agreed in their
assessment of Michael's tendency towards a reserved, detached personality. Results suggest that Michael
tends to stand by his own opinion, to be cool, aloof, objective, skeptical of others and slightly distrustful He

falls between the fifteenth and thirtieth Gentile ofthe population on the scale from reserved to outgoing.

Factor 8 Lessvs. MoreI~eDigent

Michael, in contrast to his parents' heightened expectations, performs only slightly better than 'middle of
the road' (sten 6) in intelligence. The intelligence scale is short and less reliable than speeded general ability tests and is based on power rather than speed. Michael completed both tests very quickly. ~nsequently, Michael may be more intelligent than this scale suggests.
Factor C:

9 Unstablevs. 3table

Michael's sten of 5 is slightly below the Australian norm of 5.6. Michael is average in his stability, being
midway between worrying and calmness, fighting or showing restraint, being changeable or stable. This
score translates as mid-range ego strength and frustration tolerance . Michael is unlikely to suffer from
poor sleep, irrational fears or obsessional behaviours.

Factor D: Ca~miplaoentvs. Fable

With a sten of 7, compared with the Australian norm of 6.8, Michael ranks between the 69th and 84th
Gentile in terms of excitability. This perception is shared by his parents . Cattell (1975) notes that high
scoring D personalities, though likable and affectionate in quieter moods, are apt to be regarded as nuiances in restrictive circumstances due to impulsiveness(p . 26) . Other attribut

include impatience, self-

assertion, and attention-seeking.
Factor E: Obec}ient vs. AsserFive

Michael scores near the mean on this factor below the Australian norm of 6.9, a perception shared by his
parents. His sense of dominance is normal and is unlikely to lead behaviours associated with extreme

scores; disobedience, anti-social or delinquent behaviour or neuroticism.

Factor F: Serio~essvs. Happy~n-luckY

With a sten of 8, Michael scored well above the Australian norm of 6.4, between the 84th and 93th Gentile
for characteristics associated with enthusiasm, cheerfulness, expressive, alertness, heedlessness or happygo-lucky viewpoints . This view contrasts drastically with the parents' view of Michael. (This component is
commonly associated with extroversion . Michael would tend to be optimistic, resulting from a secure family
background . Most younger children in families are reported to demonstrate higher scores on this trait, with
F

a decline in a happy-go-lucky attitude usually occurring with the responsibilities of adulthood.
Factor G: Fspedieocy vs.

Michael sten of 2 is slightly below the Australian norm of 3.6 He scored between the second and sixth
Gentile for expediency. His parents perceived him to be at the opposite extreme. This factor is described as
possessing traits associated with quitting, frivolous, self-indulgent, indolent, or undependable behaviour.
Strong expediency is associated with lying, and showing-off However, a high expediency score may be due
to a conscientious person failing to reward himself with full credit for responsible, conscientious, moral and
principled behaviour.

r

Factor $ Shyness vs. Adve~n~ous

Michael obtained an average score, compatible with Australian norms, between the 50th and 69th Gentile
for being friendly, carefree, adventurous, as opposed to being shy, timid, and restrained . His parents, in
contrast, perceived him as shy. His score is mid-way between the extremes associated with being withdrawn, or being socially bold and thick-skinned.

Factor L Tam vs. Tender Mmded

Michael's sten of 5 is comparable with the Australian norm of 4 .9, between the 30th and 50th Gentile for
tender-mindedness . This attribute refers to the two extremes, being self-reliant, cynical, unartistic, or
practical as opposed to sensitive, dependent, wishing affection, gentle with self and others, imaginative, or
intuitive. Boys who are tough-minded are generally seen as masculine, mature, practical and realistic.
Professions associated with tough mindedness include engineers, mechanics, policemen, scientists and
accountants.

Factor J Zest far Life vs. Beflection

Michael's sten of 8 is above the Australian mean of 6.5 and is scored between the 84 and 93 Gentile, indicating a preference for individual action, internal restraint, and circumspect individualism. Referred to as the
Hamlet factor, Michael prefers to do things on his own, thinks over mistakes and how to avoid them, possesses private views differing from the group and prefers to stay in the background to avoid arguments.
Such people tend to have less popularity with other students.

Factor N: Naiivete vs.

Michael's sten score of 7 compares with the Australian norm of 7.4 with a Gentile score of 69 to 84 . Michael
may have a preference for shrewdness, characterised by a calculating mind, emotional detachment, insight
regarding others, ambition, or smartness. The quality leans towards Machiavellianism, in contrast to
Thoreau's directness. Professions associated with this score include engineers, accountants, doctors and
lawyers, as opposed to teachers, nurses, and priests.

Factor O: Unlraubled Adequacy vs. heaaity, Gw1t Proneness

Michael's sten of 5, near the Australian mean of 5.4, with a Gentile between 30 to 50%, indicates some self-

confidence, resilience, and insensitivity to disapproval. The trait is measured by affirmative responses to
questions such as 'Do you wish you were better looking?'or 'Do you forget things you have told people you
will do?'
Factor Q~ Undiadp~ed 3df-Ca~ict va Cmtra~ed

Michael's sten of 4 is comparable with the Australian mean of 4.3 and contrasts with his parents' rating of
9. The score falls into the 15th to 30th Gentile range. The score suggests that Michael tends to be careless
of social rules, and does not direct

his behaviour by reference to the concept of himself which he wishes

others to have ofhim. This trait is usually developed by encouraging self-respect and socio-moral education. High scores in this area are associated with effective group leadership and success in organisational
activities.

Factor Q4; Blazed vs. Te,~e

Michael's step of seven is comparable with the Australian mean of 6.7, within the 69 to 84th Gentile range.
High scores in this area indicate self-descriptions of feeling worried, tense, irritable, and in turmoil Such
children feel frustrated and are aware of being criticised by parents for untidiness and neglect of good
goals. Higher scores in this area are correlated with anxiety on the Q3 factor, which is true in Michael's
case.
Secatrd Order Factar~ Ezlt+av

vs 1~4roversibon

Michael's sten of 6.1 places him in the middle of this continuum . Children who score highly are socially
outgoing, uninhibited and are good at making social contacts . Low scores indicate restraint, shyness and
inhibition in snaking social contacts.
Seoaod Order Faetarsc Ifi~ A~4,y vs. LaW Awtiety
Michael's

sten

is

6 . 3,

an

average

score .

Second Order Factar~ Indepeodefloe
Michael's sten of 6.01 is average.

& Cooch~oos

Generally, Michael's scores suggest those of a normal ten year old and are within one sten of the Australian
mean on 10 ofthe 14 primary traits reviewed. He is portrayed as a fairly reserved boy, who is independent, knows his own mind and is untroubled by opinions of others. He departs from the Australian norms
for items E-, F+, G-, J+, suggesting greater than average tendencies towards obedience, happy-go-lucky
outlook, expediency and shrewdness .
High ability, high achieving students generally score highly on B + , C + , H + and lowly on O-. Michael's
scores for all these areas were average . Underachieving students generally score B-, C-, O+, Q3-, while
Michael's scores again were all middle of the road.
Michael shows a J+ factor associated with English achievement.

Using regression analysis, Michael's reading achievement is predicted to be sten 7.25 or between the 69
and 84 Gentile as compared with the sample of children against which the test was normed. Arithmetic
achievement is 6.73, again between the 69 and 84 Gentile. Probability tables suggest a very high probability
that Michael is functioning at least at his current grade placement in these areas.
Examination of profiles of neurotic (C-, F-, E-, I + , H-, O + Q4 + ) or delinquent children (generally E+ , I-,

D+, A-, J+, C+)indicate that Michael does not share these profile traits .
There is nothing in the CPQ test profile to incite concern or to take remedial action.

Porter, R.B. & Cattell, R. B. (1975). Children's PersonalityQuestionnaire Champaign, Ill.: InstituteforPersonality and Ability Testing.
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CPQ~ Form

I`1

(1975 Edition)

What You Do and What You Th i n k
Last

Print Your Name : First Your Age

Teacher

Boy ~

Date of Birth -

Girl r J

Read each question and then fill in the box, like this ® , on the side that fits you better. If you have
an answer sheet; mark only on that'. If you do not have an answer sheet, mark on the booklet.
Here are two examples.
1. Would you rather read a book 0 or ~ play a game
If you would rather read a book, you «could fill in the box on the left, next to that ass«ter. If you
would rather play a game, y-ou would fill in the other box, on the right side next to that answer.
There is no right or ~~rong answer, because people like to do different things.
There are a fe«t questions that do have a right answer, and they have three answers to choose from,
like example 2. The right answer is 8, so the box next to 8 is filled in.
2. The next number in 2, 4, 6,-, is 2 ~ or 8 ~ or 12
Don't spend too much time on any one question, even if it seems hard to ans«~er. Just mark it the best
you can. Be sure to mark every question. While you are working, if you don't know a word, raise your
hand and the teacher will come to you. You may begin now.

a

1. Do you think most grownups are nice

or

2 . Do you find other children take advantage of you
3 . Do you dunk people like you just as much as
yes
they like most other people

or

4. Do people think that you don't do things very well

or

or

0

5. Are you alone most of the time

+~do you like to make fun of them whe
they're not around
0 are they kind to 3~ou

G. Do gro~~nups think you don't behave very well

or

!almost alv~tays with at least one fries

or

1 that you're «tell-behaved

7. Do you like just a few children
(~ or
8. When there's a game on the playground, are you
usually standing around and watching
0 or
9. Do most people gladly help you when you ask
them
or
10. Are you getting along well

hat you do most things right

or

,'

do you like nearly all children

~ are you usually one of the players
do they really «tish 3~ou hadn't aske
them to help
do you seem to have lots of problem

GO RIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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In every qua ~~' ~. .,, mark just one box.
11. Remain is the opposite of

go

,~ or

12 . In your dreams, do animals chase you

13 . Do people say you do what others want you
to do
14. When it's dark, can you ~~alk down your street
«~ithout feeling worried

~ or
~

~

17. Would you rather go to a football game

or

hat you are stubborn and do things
your own way

~_

are you very careful to have company
and look around often

eggs ~

or birds

or

0 do you feel tired

or

, take a walk on the beach

18. When you hear a sad story do you soon laugh
~ or
and joke about it
19. The next number in 12, 9, 6, _, is

or happen

 are dreams nice

or

~ or

home
15. Rive is to bees as nest is to
1G. When you are disappointed, do you feel like
fighting

stay ~

~ does it make you very serious

4

20. Do you think more often about your lessons
and what you'll learn in school

or

or
21 . Would you rather be a movie star
J
22. Would you rather travel as a cre«~ member of
a spaceship
,~ or

~ about exciting things you would like
to do
take a trip to the moon

0 work with books in a bookstore

23. Which one of these does not belong with the
others : fio°st, cou~zt, ~zinth, second
ninth ~

or second ~

24. In your family, are you the quiet one

or

~

25. If people leave their things at 3~our house, do
you sometimes not bother to return them
~

or

26. If you do something wrong, do you worry about
it a lot
~ or
27. If Jane's aunt is my mother, «hat relation is
Jane's brother to me
cousin
or
28. Do you «zsh school would not be such a bother ~ or
29. When you get a poor mark on a test, do you
or
wish you had worked harder
30. If you sa«~ Wld animals or snakes, «~ould you
be scared
0 or

or count ;~

r` the one who gets into trouble

~,i
ado you take the trouble to return their
things to them
~

SOOIl

forget it

nephew ~

;~ is school all right as it is
~ doesn't it matter too much
,would 3-ou think it was fun

GO RIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
o
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t write here .
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or uncle 0

In every question, mark just one box.
31. Would you rather be in a class where the kids
misbehave a bit
32 . When you start to make something or to paint a
picture, do you usually have time to finish
33. In a play, ~~ould you rather be a test pilot of
fast planes

0

34. Do loud noises scare you

3~. Would you rather make something the «~ay the
e
teacher says is best
36 . ~~4'hen you're «~ith grownups, do they talk so
much that you feel you must not butt in
37. Would you rather watch beautiful scenery

or

a famous v~~riter

or

do you just laugh at them

or

,!

make it the «~ay 3'ou feel like doing

or

0

are they always willing to listen to yo

or

40. Do you sometimes feel as if you never do anything
right
,~

~

45. If you were very high up on a big rock, would
you be scared

47. Do you do your homework carefully because it's
good to do things that way

0

~ do they think you pay attention we
enough

or

vyith your parents and relatives

or

do you usually do tlungs well

or

42. Would you rather «~atch animals at the zoo
[~ or
43 . Do you leave your games or things for someone
else to put a«~ay after you have used them ~
or

46. Does almost everyone like you

watch a bulldozer knocking a buildin
down

t

39 . Would you rather go on an~ outing with some
other kids

44. Do wonderful things happen every day

do you often find that you have to ru
from.' one thing to another

or

38. Do teachers scold you for not paying attention

41: Can you touch a big bug

where almost all of them are w
behaved

or

p~do you hate to touch bugs
climb a mountain
~do you do it yourself

or

,1~ do most days seem pretty much th
same

or

!~ would you like looking do«~n and
waving to people

or
or

48. Are you glad to do what your friends want to do ~ or
49. Do you like to play fast, hard games

or

50 . Are your parents al«~ays ready to listen to 3~ou ~

~or

~ oily some people

~ don't you care how it's done as long
as your teacher ~~~ill take it
0 aren't you happy unless they du what
you want to do
slower, less rough games

,are they usually too busy

GO RIGHT ON TO THE LAST PAGE
Do not write h

re .
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to every question, mark just one box.

. Does your teacher like other children more than
she likes you
yes ~; or
52. When people say, "Let's work together on this,"
do you usually agree

53. Would you rather let someone else clean your
room
54. Do you have a lot of bad luck with school work
going ~~rong
55. Most days, do you feel a bit "lo~~"

~ no

or

0

or

(,~ do it yourself, so it's exactly the way
~ you want it

do you say, "I can't be bothered"

or

~/ just the usual amount of bad luck

or

0

or

~ would you rather not look, but just
hear what happened later

happy and full of pep and energy

f

56. When you pass a horrible fire or an accident,
do you look to see what's happening
57 . When you go to a movie, do 3' ou enj o Y it all
58. Do little things upset you so you feel like kicking
something

r
~

°r
or

~ do you get tired and lose interest about
halfway through
[don't little things upset you

59. Would you rather do things that are safe and [~ or
right
60. Do you try to be polite to old people

dangerous and exciting things
~do you keep away from old people

61 . When you're playing, do you complain a little
when you don't win

do you believe good sports don't
complain

62: When you get angry, do you talk back and even
yell

can you always keep your voice quiet
even if you're :angry

63. If you don't think a rule is meant for you, do you
obey it anyway

don't you

64. Do you think people are sometimes mean just
for the sake of being mean

0

65. Who do you think is happier: a person with a
good job

are they usually kind
a person who does whatever he wants

66. Do you think you are always polite

or

67. If people talk about a game that's a bit dangerous,
do you say, "Let's try it"
68. Do you like a party «'here you can decide what
games to play
~

or
or

69. Do people say you're not too neat about your
things
~, or
70. If you were angry, would you go quietly to your
room
~ or

~ are you perhaps a little too noisy
do you think it's better to keep out of
games where you might get hurt
~a party ~~c~ith planned games

0

do you keep your things in good order

~ would you slam the door as you went

DID YOU PUT ONE MARK DOWN FOR EVERY. STATEMENT? CHECK BACK AND SEE .
Do not write here .
O
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CPQ~ Form A (1975 Edition)

Part A~

What You Do and What You Th i n k
Last
our Name:
First
" "`'~-~'`~'`""~'~
Grade in School
each question and then fill in the box, like this ~ , on the side that fits you better. If you have
saver sheet, mark only on that . If you do not have an answer sheet, mark on the booklet .
1. Would you rather read a book ~ or [] play a game
If you would rather read a book, you would fill in t ::; box on the lef~, next to that answer. If you
would rather play a game, you would fill in the other boa, nn the right side next to that answer.
There is no right or wrong answer, because people like to do c:~fferent things.
There are a few questions that do have a right answer, and they have thr~ ~.: answers to choose from,
like example 2. The right answer is 8, so the box next to 8 is filled in.
2. The next number in 2, 4, 6,-, is 2 ~ or 8 ~ or 12 ~
n't spend too much time on any one question, even if it seems hard to answer . Just mark it the best
~u can. Be sure to mark every question. While you are working, if you don't know a word, raise your
hand and the teacher will come to you. You may begin now.
After school do you get together with others
for games and fun
When a classmate tells you you're wrong to
believe something, do you keep on believing it
anyway
Are your ideas better than other children's ideas

~ would you rather do things on your
own
~ ask other people if you're right

or
or

f

usually not quite so good

or

Do you make a lot of mistakes

or

i just a few

Do you wish you had more time to be alone

or

Does your mother say you are too slow
Do you feel unhappy at a party that keeps going
on and on

or

~ do you enjoy spending the time with
your friends
do you do things quickly and well

Do your plans often not work out
When your mother tells you to wash your hands,
do you wash them

or

Are you usually sure of yourself

or

or

or

i do you wish the party would last a
lot longer
do they work out well
~ wash them only if you think she'll
check them
do you often not feel very sure of
yourself

r

GO RIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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In every question, mark just one box .

1. ~r~y is the opposite of

zcet y

or

cool ~

or

stick y []

12 . Is it hard to keep from laughing when others
make mistakes

or

do you not feel like laughing at them

13 . If you saw some small wild animals in the woods,
would you rather just watch them

or

catch them or hunt them with a bow
and arrow

14. If your parents scold you, do you get mad

~

or

dcirk ~

or

16 . Does your teacher often have to tell you to pay
attention to your work
~

or

do you hardly ever "fool around"

17 . Do you go to friends' houses without telling
~
your mother

or

18 . Can you put unpleasant things out of your mind
as if they never happened

cio you' always first tell your mother
where you're going

or

is it hard for you to forget unpleasant
things

15 . Work is to ploy as night is to

do you feel like crying

J

light ~

or clay

0

or

20. Do you obey" the rules all the time

[]

or

only when you have to

21. Would you rather be a teacher

(]

or

a scientist

22 . Do you think you could easily- learn to fly an ,
airplane
,;

or

would it be too hard

23 . Which one of these does not belong with the
others: string, hope, catch, tcire
rope ~

or

acire

24. Does your teacher think you are good at sitting
still
~

or

0

2~. Do you have many accidents

.~

or

do you keep away from things that
are dangerous

26. Do people often hurt your feelings

,9

or

does this hardly ever happen

~27. If Nlary's uncle is my father, what relation is
Mary's sister to me
cousin

~/ or

28. If a classmate calls you a bad name, do you call
him another

or

~

keep your temper and just let it pass

29. Do you usually wear your coat neatly zipped
or buttoned up

or

~

do you just throw it on

30. If you were a man, would you rather be the
captain of a peaceful ocean liner

or

~

captain of a submarine in a war

19 . The next number in 2, 5, 8,- , is

7

11

~

0

or 9

or catch

that you move around the room too
much

niece

0

GO RIGHT ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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GE 3

!n every question, mark just one box .

1 . When people talk about a place you know well,
do you start telling them about it too
~
32. Are you «~ide awake most days

°~

or
or

33. Would you rather play a rough game, like touch
football
-

or

34. Do most of the kids in your class read better
than you
- ~

or

r

35. Do you do things you should doF

~

0

do you keep quiet until they finis
are there some days when you aren'
much good at things
fly a kite

. ~ can you read well

~

or

1

~ ~

or

~

do you like to go over and pat then

37. Would you rather dream you had become an
elf or pixie
~ ~

or

~~

that you were on a tiger hunt

38. Do you vz~ish you were better looking

~

or

39. If you were a teacher, would you let the kids
be noisy
- ~

0

do you think you're good looking
enough

or

'

would you make them be quiet

40. Do you lie a«~ake thinking about things

` ~; f

or

~

do you usually go right to sleep

41. Do you like to read about wars and battles- ~

or

~

42. Do you forget things you have told people you.
will do

do they frighten you

or

~

43. When your mother is annoyed v~~ith 3~ou is it
often her fault
~ ~~

do you usually remember what yo
said you'd do

or

~

44. If people aren't doing something the way it
should be done, do you tell them
~ ~

do you usually feel you are wrong

or

45. If you had to choose, would you rather be a
school teacher
.

or

0

or

~

or

1

or

`

49. If you had a choice, would you go to auto races ~!

or

~

~ or

'

36. Are you afraid of large dogs in the street

46. Do people pay enough attention to you
47. Would you rather listen to a teacher
48. Can you easily keep track of everything that
belongs to you
yes

50. Do you succeed in most things you try

. ~

only things you like to do

} do you feel you shouldn't say anythin
~

a great hunter or athlete
do you have to do things to make
people notice you

~ talk yourself
no
a dog shove
do things often go wrong for you

GO RIGHT ON TO THE LAST PAGE

AGE 4

In every question, mark just one box.

~,il . Do grownups at home talk to you as if your t ~
feelings don't matter

or

~ do they respect you and try not
hurt your feelings

52. Are other people easy for you to understand ~
53. When there's group singing, would you rather
~~
not join in

or

0

or

, l «~ould you gladly join in v~~ith the
others

54. If people tease you, do you boil up inside

or

~ do you smile and not care too mu

or

0

or

~ do you often feel that any little thi
could make you cry

~

55. Do people say you're the first one to try exciting
ne«~ things
56. Do you usually feel happy and contented
57. Would you rather learn a lesson in school

or

,' ~

58. Does it make you mad to have to stop and change
your clothes before you go out to play

1

are you sorry that you can't get
know people easily

do they say you're pretty careful

watch a game

or

~ do you just change them anyway

or

~ would you quit school if you could

or

~ feel lonely quite often

'

or

G2. Do you often do things so fast that you're sorry
later
~ ~

~ take it quietly

or

63. Would you rather learn something ne«~ in school

or

~ are you pretty relaxed and caref
about everything you do

64. Do so many Hangs seem to go wrong for you
that you feel upset a lot of the time ,
_

or

~ don't you feel upset very often

G5. Do you do your homework without being told ~

or

.

59. Do you like being a student in school
60. Do you hardly ever feel lonely

-~

61. When people play a joke on you, do you get
.
all upset

66. When your teacher reads aloud do you listen
~
to every «~ord

~ watch television

or

must you be reminded a few time
before you get started

do 3~ou begin to think about somethin;
else

or

0

or

69. When you are told exactly ho«~ to do a job, do
you still do it the way that seems easiest to you ~~~

,, doesn't it bother you a bit

or

0

70. Do you remember most of what you learn

or

~ do you forget things easily

67 . Would you rather not have to be polite to people ~
G8. When you have to go to the doctor, is it hard
~
to be brave

do you like to be polite

do you do it just as you are told
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